A tripartite quantum network is said to be bilocal if two independent sources produce a pair of bipartite entangled states. Quantum non-bilocal correlation emerges when the central party which possesses two particles from two different sources performs Bell-state measurement on them and nonlocality is generated between the other two uncorrelated systems in this entanglementswapping protocol. The interaction of such systems with the environment reduces quantum nonbilocal correlations. Here we show that the diminishing effect modelled by the amplitude damping channel can be slowed down by employing the technique of weak measurements and reversals. It is demonstrated that for a large range of parameters the quantum non-bilocal correlations are preserved against decoherence by taking into account the average success rate of the post-selection governing weak measurements.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known since the formulation of the EinsteinPodolsky-Rosen(EPR) paradox [1] that classical intuition encounters difficulties in explaining experimental facts in the quantum domain. Correlations in measurement outcomes of two or more distant parties refute the existence of local realist theories leading to nonlocality [2] as a feature of quantum theory. Nonlocality is used as resource in quantum information processing in many examples, such as quantum key distribution (QKD) [3, 4] , random number generation [5] , device-independent way of witnessing entanglement [6] , etc. Bell's inequality [2] provides an upper bound to correlations in a local realist model where the local hidden variable λ corresponds to a specific source defining the state of the system. The Bell scenario can be recast in tripartite network where two entangled pairs coming from two different sources are distributed in such a way, that the central party occupies one particle from each of the two sources. Next, a joint measurement, viz. Bell-state measurement (BSM) by the central party is used to generate entanglement between two initially uncorrelated distant parties. This is a very familiar scheme of entanglement swapping [7] generally used in quantum teleportation protocols. Construction of a model through the assumption of independent sources S 1 and S 2 producing two bipartite entangled states, ρ AB and ρ BC governed by two independent set of hidden variables λ 1 and λ 2 constitute the framework of bilocality [8, 9] (Fig.1) . Violation of a bilocality inequality based on bilocal realist assumptions suffices to show quantumness through generation of nonlocality between two uncorrelated systems (A and C).
Quantum non-bilocal correlations are those which originate from the outcomes of measurements performed by three parties where the central party performs BSM and other two parties do dichotomic projective qubit measurements randomly as per local quantum random number generators(QRNG) [10] . Instead of choosing a single tripartite state, here one assumes that ρ AB is shared between Alice and Bob whereas ρ BC is shared between Bob and Charlie. Bilocal states form a strict subset of local states [9] and hence leave a possibility for a set of states which are non-bilocal but local. In the context of experiments, bilocality by means of independent sources demands less complexity and reduces the blending of noise with the intermediate group of particles in quantum repeater networks [11] . Such studies have been recently extended to n-locality networks [12, 13] and also experimentally verified in [14, 15] .
FIG. 1: Schematic diagram of the bilocal scenario
Practical applications of quantum correlations face hindrance due to interaction with the ubiquitous environment. The effect of environment generally decreases correlations [16] , apart from exceptions in certain special arXiv:1807.07827v1 [quant-ph] 20 Jul 2018 contexts [17] [18] [19] . It is thus imperative to protect such correlations against decoherence. A promising avenue in this direction is provided by weak measurements [20] which are based on weak coupling between the system and the measurement device, and have interesting applications in different arenas such as demonstration of spin Hall effect [21] and wave-particle duality [22] . Weak measurements have been employed to protect quantumness of bipartite systems used in several applications such as generation of entanglement [23] , enhancement of teleportation fidelity [24] , and protection of the secret key rate in one-sided device independent QKD [25] . The technique of weak measurement and its reversal has been used to preserve correlations in quantum states transmitting through amplitude damping channels (ADC).
In the present work, our motivation is to explore whether non-bilocal quantum correlations generated in entanglement swapping experiments can be protected against amplitude damping using weak measurements. Here we consider the following set-up. Two independent sources at Bob's lab produce a pair of maximally entangled pure states. From each pair, Bob sends one particle to Alice and Charlie respectively, through an environment modelled by ADC. We first show that quantum non-bilocal correlations are non-increasing when one or both of the end particles are affected by environment for different kinds of joint state measurements. We next apply the technique of weak measurement and its reversal and show that the magnitude of violation of bilocality inequalities under ADC can be enhanced. We finally consider the average effect of success and failure of postselection ingrained in weak measurements on bilocal correlations and demonstrate that the average correlations using the weak measurement technique is improved over a range of parameters.
The paper is organised in the following way. In Sec. II, we recapitulate the characterization of bilocal correlations. In Sec. III, we discuss briefly the technique of weak and reverse weak measurement in the presence of ADC. In Sec. IV, we evaluate the effect of decoherence on bilocal correlations under three set-ups of BSMs. In Sec. V, we demonstrate the preservation of non-bilocal correlations in the framework of the weak measurement technique. Subsequently, in Sec. VI, we compute the average effect of weak measurement on the non-bilocal correlation dissipated under the action of ADC. Finally, we conclude this paper with a summary in Sec. VII.
II. OVERVIEW OF BILOCAL CORRELATIONS
Let us consider that three parties, Alice, Bob and Charlie perform three black box measurements x, y, z, respectively. Bell nonlocality is manifested if the joint probability, p(a, b, c|x, y, z) of having outputs a, b, c corresponding to inputs x, y, z respectively, cannot be decomposed as
(1) where the local hidden variable λ is distributed with probability p(λ) satisfying λ p(λ) = 1. p(a|x, λ) is the conditional probability of getting outcome a for input x depending upon the hidden variable λ at Alice's side. Similarly, the conditional probabilities p(b|y, λ) and p(c|z, λ) correspond to Bob's output b from input y and Charlie's output c from input z respectively, contingent upon the hidden variable λ.
If instead of choosing a single source for distributing λ, it is assumed that two sources S 1 and S 2 generate two sets of distributions of hidden variables, say, λ 1 and λ 2 , the local realist description (see Fig.1 ) can also be implemented by the following decomposition:
where, λ 1 = λ 2 = λ reproduces Eq.(1).
Eq. (2) together with the assumption of factorizability in the distribution of λ 1 and λ 2 , i.e., p(λ 1 , λ 2 ) = p(λ 1 )p(λ 2 ) constitute the assumption of bilocality [9] . The factorizability assumption reflects the independence of the sources S 1 and S 2 from each other. Therefore, the distributions of λ 1 and λ 2 separately satisfy the normalizability conditions:
λ1 p(λ 1 ) = λ2 p(λ 2 ) = 1. The above bilocal description enables one to construct bilocality inequalities. It follows that all bilocal states must be local whereas the counter-statement is not always true. Further, bilocal states are not convex though all local deterministic boxes form convex hull of the bilocal set [9] .
From alternative formulations of the bilocality assumption which are useful for practical purposes, non-linear bilocal inequalities can be constructed [9] , the violation of which imply the presence of non-bilocality that can be detected in experiments. Depending on different kinds of Bell-state measurement performed by Bob, such inequalities can be classified into the following types. Here we consider no imperfection in the detectors used by Alice, Bob and Charlie.
A. Scenario of binary inputs and outputs
Consider the scenario where Alice, Bob and Charlie have binary inputs x, y, z ∈ {0, 1} corresponding to measurements A x , B y , C z respectively, and binary outputs a, b, c ∈ {0, 1} for each input. A tripartite correlation in terms of the joint probability distribution denoted by P 22 can be written as,
Now, taking suitable linear combinations one may define,
x,z=0,1
The sufficient condition for the correlation P 22 to be bilocal is given by [9] ,
Here, A x and C z are dichotomic qubit measurements, whereas B y is a complete BSM performed by Bob when he wants to distinguish either {|φ ± } vs {|ψ ± } Bell states, or {|φ
As the bilocal assumptions remain equivalent under a larger class of separable measurements [26] , hence we can choose
y . σ and C z ≡ c z . σ where σ = (σ x , σ y , σ z ) and x, y, z ∈ {0, 1}. For a general quantum state ρ AB ⊗ ρ BC with local projective measurements, the bilocality parameter B 22 turns out to be
where, T ρ AB(BC) is a 3 × 3 correlation matrix formed with the elements given by,
Maximizing the bilocality parameter w.r.t. all measurement settings, we have
where, t 
are the transposition matrices of T ρ AB(BC) .
B. Scenario of one input and four outputs for Bob
Alice and Charlie have binary inputs and binary outputs similar to the previous case. Bob performs a complete BSM with four distinguishable outputs b = b 0 b 1 = {00, 01, 10, 11}. Corresponding to the joint probability distribution P 14 , Alice, Bob and Charlie can share measurement correlations in the following way:
Using linear combination of the correlators, let us denote
and 
C. Scenario of one input and three outputs for Bob
Comparing with the previous scenario, Bob can distinguish among three outputs here in the context of complete BSM, i.e. b = b 0 b 1 = 00 or 01 or {10 or 11}. Bob is unable to distinguish between the outputs 10 and 11. Then, corresponding to the joint probability distribution P 13 , tripartite correlators can be defined as,
and
Linear combination can be represented as,
Bilocality of correlation P 13 can be necessarily revealed if [9] 
The distinction between the violation of bilocality inequality and Bell-CHSH inequality in QM has been analysed in details in Refs. [26, 27] .
III. TECHNIQUE OF WEAK MEASUREMENT IN THE PRESENCE OF DECOHERENCE
The amplitude damping channel(ADC) [16] models a system dissipating energy to the environment by spontaneously emitting photons. It is a completely positive trace preserving(CPTP) map which acts on a two-level system, say , in the following way:
where, Kraus operators represented by
satisfy completeness relation
relates to the probability of photon emission by the system. Here, the Kraus operators K i (i ∈ {0, 1}) are expressed in the eigenbasis of σ z . In the course of our calculation, we consider the decoherence strength to be same for Alice and Charlie, for the sake of simplicity.
Weak measurement signifies weak interaction between the system and the detector [23] . If the detector clicks, any residual entanglement remaining in the system with another system is completely destroyed. Otherwise, the coupling will persist. Let us consider that the measurement device detects the system with probability w, when the system is in the state |1 . Then, the evolution of the system is governed by the following Kraus operator in the eigenbasis of σ z :
When the system is not detected by the device, the Kraus operator representing the evolution of the system can be written as
where w (0 ≤ w ≤ 1) is regarded as the strength of weak measurement. It can be easily checked that the matrix W 0 has no inverse, and thus the operation of detection is an irreversible process. On the other hand, W 1 is reversible and enables restoring the system to its initial state. In the following analysis, we will associate a probability with successful and unsuccessful detection, and consider further operations on the the system when it is not detected under weak measurement.
Weak measurement is performed prior to the decoherence effect. Then, subsequent to the action of the ADC, reverse weak measurement is performed. This constitutes the technique of weak measurement [23, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . Reverse weak measurement corresponding to the scenario where the system is not detected (i.e. represented by W 1 ), has the following Kraus operator in σ z -eigenbasis:
where, r (0 ≤ r ≤ 1) is the strength of reverse weak measurement which can be optimized depending on the requirement of the situation.
IV. BILOCAL CORRELATIONS IN THE PRESENCE OF DECOHERENCE
We are interested in a bilocal scenario where Bob holds two independent sources which individually produce two bipartite entangled states associated with the hidden variables λ 1 and λ 2 , respectively. Bob keeps one particle from each pair in his possession and sends the other particle from each pair to Alice and Charlie, respectively, who are located far apart from Bob and also from each other. We now consider two cases:
1. Alice's particle is transmitted through ADC and Charlie's particle through an ideal noiseless channel;
2. Both Alice's and Charlie's particles are transmitted through unconnected ADCs, but with equal strength.
After setting-up the above two situations, Alice, Bob and Charlie perform entanglement-swapping experiments to come up with quantum non-bilocal correlations among them.
In this section, we discuss the two cases-1 and -2 separately. To evaluate the effect of decoherence on quantum non-bilocal correlations, we start with identical maximally entangled bipartite states shared by both the AliceBob pair and the Bob-Charlie pair. Two classes of such Bell states are given by,
where, {|0 , |1 } form eigenbasis of σ z . Subsequent calculations are done with respect to the above specific initial state. According to case-1, only Alice's particle undergoes damping and the state shared between Alice and Bob after environmental interaction becomes either,
when the initial state between Alice and Bob is |ψ ± AB or,
when the initial state between Alice and Bob is |φ ± AB . Initial states are defined by Eq. (13) and Kraus operators K i corresponding to the damping parameter p is given by Eq.(9). The joint state among Alice, Bob and Charlie thus becomes either ρ AB ⊗ |ψ
Similarly, for case-2, we consider that both Alice and Charlie are undergoing damping with the same damping parameter p. In this case, the post-interaction state between Bob and Charlie becomes either,
or,
depending on the initial state shared between Bob and Charlie given by Eq. (13) . Hence, the tripartite state shared among Alice, Bob and Charlie becomes either
We now discuss quantum non-bilocal correlations generated by the above states in three given scenarios of Bell-state measurements, as mentioned above.
A. Binary inputs and outputs
The bilocal scenario where Bob performs two Bell-state measurements(BSM) and executes two possible outcomes per measurement and both Alice and Charlie perform dichotomic projective qubit measurements, gives rise to Eq.(3) as a necessary condition for bilocality. We obtain the quantum non-bilocal correlations under this scenario resulting from the cases mentioned above.
Case-1
Here we evaluate the left hand side of Eq.(3) employing the joint state, ρ AB ⊗ |ψ
The maximum of the quantity B 22 can be calculated following the method described in [26] . Using Eq.(5), we find that irrespective of the choice of the initial Bell state ) and c
). We observe that the quantum mechanical (QM) violation of the upper bound of inequality (3) 3 4 , 1] for which the system will no longer be quantum non-bilocal. The state without decoherence, i.e. |ψ
is of course the maximally non-bilocal quantum state. In Fig.2 B   22 max is plotted w.r.t. the decoherence parameter p. max is plotted w.r.t. decoherence parameter p in the scenario of binary input and binary output(2-2). The upper curve is for case-1 when only Alice's part is affected by decoherence. The lower curve is for case-2 when both Alice's and Charlie's subsystem interact with the environment. The straight line shows the upper bound of bilocal correlations.
Case-2
The state of the system after the interaction of the environment with both Alice's and Charlie's particle, i.e. ρ AB ⊗ ρ BC (σ AB ⊗ σ BC ) gives rise to the QM maximum of the quantity, B 22 according to Eq.(5) viz.
The above expression is obtained for the optimal choice of measurement settings for Alice, Bob ), the quantum non-bilocal correlation which survives under single environmental interaction with Alice, disappears under the environmental interaction of both Alice and Charlie. Fig.2 illustrates that as number of interaction with the environment increases, the amount of quantum nonbilocality reduces in the system. It may be noted that unlike the case of teleportation fidelity [18, 19] , quantum non-bilocality resembles the behaviour of the lower bound of quantum secret key rate in one-sided device independent quantum key distribution(1s-DIQKD) [25] , where classical correlation plays no role in improving the relevant measure under decoherence.
B. One input and four outputs for Bob
The bilocal correlation where Bob performs one BSM having four distinguishable outputs and Alice and Charlie perform binary qubit measurements having two outcomes per measurement, is displayed through the bilocality inequality (6) . In this scenario, we discuss quantum non-bilocal correlations arising from the afore-mentioned cases of decohering systems.
Case-1
Considering the state, ρ AB ⊗ |ψ
, we find the QM maximum of the left hand side of Eq. (6), regardless of the choice of the initial Bell state as
This is accomplished for the choice of observables
σ z } at Alice's side and the choice of observables 
Case-2
For the state given by, ρ AB ⊗ ρ BC (σ AB ⊗ σ BC ), the QM maximum of the quantity, B 14 appearing in Eq.(6) is given by
This occurs for the the choice of observables 0.38. Here too, the quantum non-bilocal correlation lowers with the presence of more interaction with the environment, as depicted in Fig.3 .
C. Scenario of one input and three outputs for Bob
Now we consider the bilocal scenario where Bob has one complete BSM as input and produces three outputs, whereas Alice and Charlie have binary inputs and binary outputs. The corresponding bilocality inequality is given by Eq.(7). Similar to the previous scenarios, here we analyze the two relevant cases in the following.
Case-1
If we employ the state ρ AB ⊗ |ψ
to compute the QM maximum of the quantity B 13 given by Eq. (7), it turns out that
This is achieved by maximizing over all possible measurement settings of Alice and Charlie. The corresponding measurement settings are given by
Charlie. Therefore, B 
Case-2
Now using the state given by ρ AB ⊗ ρ BC (σ AB ⊗ σ BC ), we find that B 13 reaches its QM maximum given by
when Alice chooses the observables, {A 0 ≡ −
3−2p σ z }, and Charlie
3−2p σ z }. Quantum non-bilocal correlation is exhibited for the domain of the decoherence parameter, 
V. SHIELDING OF NON-BILOCAL CORRELATIONS USING WEAK MEASUREMENT
There are several examples of application of the weak measurement technique to protect quantum correlations in the literature [23] [24] [25] [31] [32] [33] . This procedure involves the action of weak measurement before the effect of decoherence, and the performance of reverse weak measurement after the state has undergone decoherence. We have already discussed two possible cases, where only Alice's particle undergoes decoherence by means of ADC and where both Alice's and Charlie's particles are passed through ADC. Corresponding to these cases, there appears two possible circumstances of applying the technique of weak measurement, i.e.
1. Bob performs weak measurement before sending the particle to Alice through ADC, and after receiving the subsystem, Alice performs reverse weak measurement on it.
2. Bob applies weak measurement on both of the subsystems which are to be transmitted individually to Alice and Charlie across ADC. When Alice and Charlie receive their subsequent particles, they both perform reverse weak measurement separately.
According to case-1, Bob performs weak measurement on the Alice's part of the initial joint state specified in Eq.(13) in a tripartite network. When Alice's subsystem is not detected with probability w, the joint state between Alice and Bob becomes
when the initial state is |ψ ± AB , or
corresponding to the initial state |φ ± AB . The operator W 1 is given by Eq. (11) . Hence, the unnormalised joint state between Alice, Bob and Charlie becomes ρ w AB ⊗ |ψ
The success probability associated with the post-selection is
After the effect of ADC, Alice and Bob share the state
when the initial state is |φ ± AB . {K i } i=0,1 are the Kraus operators represented by Eq. (9). This results into the tripartite joint state ρ
Then Alice performs another (reverse) of weak measurement to end up with the following state shared with Bob:
corresponding to the initial state |ψ
corresponding to the initial state |φ ± AB . The Kraus operator R 1 is defined in Eq. (12) . This leads to the joint state ρ r AB ⊗ |ψ
among the three parties. Now we normalise the above state by taking into account the success probability of obtaining ρ r AB (σ r AB ), i.e.,
As per case-2, Bob performs weak measurement not only on Alice's subsystem, but also on Charlie's subsystem with strength w which we consider to be the same for both the subsystems for simplicity. So, the bipartite state of Bob and Charlie becomes
when the initial state is |ψ ± BC , or
when the initial state is |φ (24) (Eq.(25) ). The success probability taking into account the post-selections done on the system becomes
Now, a couple of independent decoherence channels (ADC) are applied on both of the particles, on effect of which the joint state between Alice, Bob and Charlie transforms as
where, ρ
, depending upon the initial states given by Eq. (13) . Here also for simplicity we choose the same parameter of decoherence p for both Alice and Charlie.
Next, Alice and Charlie make reverse weak measurements on their respective particles with the same strength r. After completion of the above procedures (resulting in entanglement swapping from the Bob-Alice and the BobCharlie pairs to the Alice-Charlie pair), the final BobCharlie state becomes
with reference to the initial state |ψ
with reference to the initial state |φ ± BC (R 1 is given by Eq. (12)), where state normalization is incorporated by calculating the success probability of the post-selection procedures in the reverse weak measurement processes, given by
We are now in a position to discuss bilocality of the final state in context of the above two cases in three different scenarios of Bell-state measurements.
A. Binary inputs and outputs
In this scenario, Eq. (3) is the necessary condition for bilocality. There arises the following two cases involving the use of the weak measurement technique. (41) respectively, when the technique of weak measurement is used by optimizing over the parameter r. The lower surfaces correspond to the analogous cases without using weak measurement. The flat surface shows the upper bound of bilocal correlations.
Case-1
With the help of Eq.(4) and the joint state, ρ r AB ⊗ |ψ
we first calculate the quantity B 22 keeping the measurement settings for Alice, Bob and Charlie similar to the case when the weak measurement technique is not used. The violation of Eq. (3) is maximized by suitably choosing the reverse weak parameter r by Alice. Hence,
is achieved for the optimal strength of the reverse weak measurement given by r opt = 2p+w−2pw 1+p−pw . This makes the success probability P given by Eq.(18) when the technique of weak measurement is not incorporated, with the quantity B 22 given by Eq.(40) when the technique of weak measurement is performed, it is observed from Fig.5a that the latter quantity is quantum non-bilocal for the entire range of the parameters p and w. Therefore, it is clear that like certain other correlations [23] [24] [25] , the quantum non-bilocal correlation is preserved under the effect of decoherence (ADC) if the technique of weak measurement is applied. 41) is always greater than or equal to 1. Hence, in comparison to Eq. (19) , it can be seen that the weak measurement technique provides improvement in the manifestation of quantum non-bilocality from the case without the use of it. This is displayed in Fig.5b .
B. One input and four outputs for Bob
The bilocality in this scenario is captured by the necessary condition given by Eq. (6) . The application of the weak measurement technique is described in the following cases.
Case-1
The tripartite joint state ρ r AB ⊗ |ψ
± |) contingent upon the measurement settings chosen by Alice and Charlie to be the same as that of the case when the weak measurement technique is not employed, leads to
The above expression is maximized w.r.t. the reverse weak parameter r chosen by Alice. The results are displayed in the Fig.6a , showing that, in compared to Eq. (20) , the weak measurement technique preserves non-bilocal correlation throughout the range of p and w. 
The above expression is maximized over the strength of the reverse weak measurement(r) done by Alice and Charlie. Thus, the optimum strength turns out to be
Using r = r opt , one can plot B 14 w.r.t p and w and compare it with Eq.(21). The illustration given by Fig.6b showing that the weak measurement technique is able to slow down the effect of decoherence and thereby, exhibit improved quantum non-bilocal correlation for a considerable range of p and w.
C. One input and three outputs for Bob
We now come discuss the scenario where bilocality is encapsulated by the inequality(7) in the context of the weak measurement technique in the following cases.
Case-1
Similar to the previous scenarios, here we compute the left hand side of Eq. (7) with the help of the joint state ρ r AB ⊗ |ψ
and the measurement settings which are optimal for the case without application of weak measurement. Hence,
After maximizing the above function w.r.t. the reverse weak strength r for Alice, we plot B 13 as a function of p and w in Fig.7a . Comparing with Eq. (22) where weak measurement is not applied, we see that the technique of weak measurement successfully preserves the non-bilocal correlation for most of the region of the parameters p and w. 
Case-2
The joint state among Alice, Bob and Charlie, i.e., ρ r AB ⊗ ρ r BC (σ r AB ⊗ σ r BC ) and the optimal measurement settings for Alice and Charlie used to obtain Eq.(23), i.e., in the absence of weak measurement, give rise to the left hand side of Eq. (7) given by
Maximization of the above expression w.r.t. reverse weak strength r chosen by Alice and Charlie specifies the optimum strength of r ,i.e.
Hence, using r = r opt , we plot B 13 as a function of p and w in comparison to the expression given by Eq. (23) . It is observed in Fig.7b that the technique of weak measurement helps to preserve the non-bilocal correlation for a notable range of p and w.
VI. IMPROVEMENT IN THE AVERAGE NON-BILOCAL CORRELATIONS
In order to obtain a quantitative understanding of the technique of weak measurements used to preserve non-bilocal correlations, let us now introduce an average quantity characterizing the average non-bilocal correlation taking into effect both the probabilistic success and failure of post-selection in attaining the final state. Corresponding to case-1, the success probability of achieving the final state ρ r AB ⊗ |ψ
denoted as P r succ | r=ropt , and corresponding to case-2, the success probability of achieving the final state ρ r AB ⊗ρ r BC (σ r AB ⊗ σ r BC ) is denoted as P rr succ | r=ropt . It may be relevant to recall that for each post-selection, the success probability implies the negation in detecting the system. With the left-over probability, the system is detected, breaking its entanglement, and thus, making the system bilocal (corresponding to the classical bound of 1) irrespective of whichever scenario of BSM one employs.
In context of the scenarios of binary input-binary output, one input-four outputs (for Bob), and one inputthree outputs (for Bob) we define the following three quantities respectively, which we call average of nonbilocal correlations:
where, the superscript i represents the indices r and rr while we compute {B 22 , B 14 , B 13 } corresponding to case-1 and case-2 respectively.
In Fig.(8a-8f) we plot the quantities {B av } w.r.t. p and w for case-1 and case-2, respectively for the three BSM scenarios comparing with the corresponding quantities in the absence of weak measurement. It is observed that though, as expected, the improvement in non-bilocal correlations is not up to the level as obtained through the exclusively successful post-selection (i.e., by discarding detection of the system), the technique of weak measurement is useful in preserving the average quantum non-bilocal correlations for significant domains in the (p − w) parametric space for all the three BSM scenarios.
VII. CONCLUSION
In the present work we investigate the bilocal correlations [8, 9] involving three parties under the effect of decoherence modelled by the amplitude damping channel. We consider three different scenarios of Bell-state measurement employed by the central party in a procedure of entanglement swapping. Quantum non-bilocal correlations are manifested through the violation of the respective bilocality inequality in a given scenario. We first show that the non-bilocal correlations decrease monotonically under amplitude damping, thus exhibiting their difference with the correlations responsible for performing teleportation [18, 19] . The above result can be easily anticipated since there is no underlying role of classical correlation in enhancing non-bilocal correlation. We then embark on the main goal of the paper, viz., studying the effect of weak measurement in preserving such non-bilocal correlations.
We employ the technique of weak measurement and its reversal which has been known to preserve certain other types of quantum correlations [23] [24] [25] against the effect of decoherence. Here, weak measurement is performed by the central party, which helps to slow down the effect of amplitude damping on the state when the particles are transmitted to the two other parties. Reverse weak measurements are then performed by either or both the other parties with optimum strength required for maximizing the final non-bilocal correlations. We show that irrespective of the choice of the initial Bell state, this procedure enables preservation of the non-bilocal correlations for a large range of parameters. We consider three different types of Bell state measurements to show that this technique of protecting quantum correlations against decoherence through weak measurements works generically, though with certain quantitative differences in the magnitude of correlations preserved. The average strength of non-bilocal correlations is enhanced even if one takes into account the success probability of the post-selection process involved in weak measurements. Before concluding, we note that further such studies involving other decoherence channels might be worthwhile in order to ascertain the practical applicability of such non-bilocal correlations in recently suggested quantum communications protocols [15, 34] .
